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Because we make lots of basic mistakes

Etc., etc., etc. ...
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Because we make lots of basic mistakes

Forstmeier, Nakagawa, Schielzeth – read whatever they wrote, please 

A model example: cuckoos and hosts

Teckentrup 2017: The egg
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Cuckoos and hosts: is a larger host better?

 2 host species

Kleven et al Behav Ecol Sociobiol 1999

Previous comparative studies

 3 host species

Grim Behav Ecol Sociobiol 2006
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Correlation between 2 data points!

Grim Behav Ecol Sociobiol 2006

More data do not change the conclusions

Chick fledging mass (g)
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Grim (in neverending prep.), see also Grim & Samaš Acta Ornithol 2016
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What is muddled in Kleven et al. 1999?
Corellation between potential predictors
 body size
 only correlate of quality
 diet quantity
 diet quality
 nest defence
 mating system
 habitat ... everything  impossible to infer causality
 “nature is the supermarket of evidence – buy what you like”

Kleven et al Behav Ecol Sociobiol 1999; Grim Behav Ecol Sociobiol 2006

What is muddled in Kleven et al. 1999?
Corellation between potential predictors
 host races – maternal lines
 cross-fostering
 eliminates cuckoo genes X host quality correlation
 does not eliminate correlations among host traits!

Gibbs et al Nature 2000
Kleven et al Behav Ecol Sociobiol 1999; Grim Behav Ecol Sociobiol 2006
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... thus it is useless to compare 2 species

Garland & Adolph Physiol Zool 1994

... thus it is useless to compare 2 [...]
α ≠ 0.05
α = 0.50

Garland & Adolph Physiol Zool 1994
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... thus it is useless to compare 2 [...]

Li et al Evol Ecol 2016

What is muddled in Kleven et al. 1999?
Levels: prediction vs. measurement
 predictor – host quality – species
 response – chick mass – individual
 dichotomization of continual predictor:
 low quality host: n = 1 (!)
 high quality host: n = 1 (!)
 treatment replicates (species) vs.
 repeated measures (individuals)
Kleven et al Behav Ecol Sociobiol 1999
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The most common error in ecological studies

Hurlbert Ecol Monogr 1984

The most common error in ecological studies
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The most read (?) and misunderstood concept

 multicollinearity
(time [year] x species)

Dyrcz & Halupka Ethology 2007

Graham Ecology 2003

The most important paper in biology

236x/yr

218x/yr

Google Scholar (Dec 17, 2017)
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The most common error in ecological studies

The most common error in ecological studies
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The most common error in ecological studies

Blackburn et al 2009: Avian Invasions, p. 99

The most common error in ecological studies

 not two “types” but two “locations”!
 the language obscures: sweeps the problem under the carpet
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The most common error in ecological studies

Oksanen Oikos 2001

What pseudoreplication is and what it is not?
 repeated measurements of individuals ≠ pseudoreplication
 paired study desing (→ paired t-test, etc.)
 repeatability, personality, growth
 random effects – mixed models
 no repeated measurements of indiv. ≠ correct replication
 pseudorepl. is a statistical/inferential error (not a design error)
 structure: hypothesis → design → data → statistical model
Nakagawa & Schielzeth Biol Rev 2010
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Inappropriate generalizations

Correct title:
Blackbirds from Munich differ from those living
in a nearby forest
Assuring that the replicate samples or measurements are
dispersed in space (or time) in a manner appropriate to the
specific hypothesis being tested is the most critical aspect of the
design of a mensurative experiment.
(Hurlbert 1984, p. 189)

Inappropriate generalizations

Assuring that the replicate samples or measurements are
dispersed in space (or time) in a manner appropriate to the
specific hypothesis being tested is the most critical aspect of the
design of a mensurative experiment.
(Hurlbert 1984, p. 189)
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Inappropriate generalizations

Correct title:
Great reed warblers use eggshell UV reflectance when
recognizing non-mimetic parasitic eggs
Assuring that the replicate samples or measurements are
dispersed in space (or time [or phylogeny]) in a manner
appropriate to the specific hypothesis being tested is the most
critical aspect of the design of a mensurative experiment.
(Hurlbert 1984, p. 189)
Šulc et al Behav Ecol 2016

Inappropriate generalizations

Biology = variation
Variation constrains potential
for generalizations
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Inappropriate generalizations

>0,1 %

 5,604 eggs
 636 species
 all avian orders
Hanley et al Biol Lett 2015

Inappropriate generalizations

Johnson 2006 USGS Paper 34
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Without metareplication any generalization
is just a wishful thinking

Outliers
(whole populations)
 Scientific “truth” is polled: 6:2
Evans et al Oikos 2009 (+ many other great studies by his team)

Without metareplication any generalization
is just a wishful thinking

Martin Science 2015 (+ many other great studies by his team)
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Without metareplication any generalization
is just a wishful thinking

 urban – rural replicates
 paired design
 allows for additional questions
Díaz et al PLoS ONE 2013, Behav Ecol 2015, Møller et al Oecologia 2012, 2015

An example: sympatry vs. allopatry
Our study: “The blackbird is not birds”
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Grim et al J Anim Ecol 2011
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A fundamental problem of allop./symp. studies:
The length of allopatry unknown
Allopatry

Sympatry

Avian invasions = natural experiments

Cambridge Univ Press 2016
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Metareplication vs. pseudoreplication
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A typical brood parasitism study
(= pseudoreplication)
Samas et al Front Zool 2014, Ethology 2011; Grim et al Behav Ecol Sociobiol 2014

Metareplication vs. pseudoreplication

 comparisons between 2 species = pseudoreplication
 comparisons within 2 species = metareplication

↔
↔

↔

Samas et al Front Zool 2014, Ethology 2011; Grim et al Behav Ecol Sociobiol 2014
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Metareplication makes a change:
basic “dogma” of BP studies challenged

Metareplication makes a change:
textbook examples of unsuitable hosts rejected

Liang et al Behav Ecol 2016
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Metareplication makes a change:
a potential global model for CBP studies rejected
 Scientific “truth” is polled: 5:2
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−

Manna et al J Avian Biol 2016

Metareplication makes a change:
common knowledge?

N spatial
(= no. urban-rural
study site pairs)
N biological
(= no. species,
not data points!)
N statistical
(= urban-rural spp. pairs,
not breeding pairs!)

All previous
studies (n = 17)
1

This single
study (n = 137)
8

1

54

1
137
(= pseudoreplication) (= metareplication)

Møller et al Clim Res 2015
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Lessons
Lessons (we know them but forget too often:‐)
(we know them ... but humans forget)





“think before u collect data”
hypothesis → design → data → statistical model
fundamental errors vs. polishing-nitpicking
= get the basics right

Lessons
(we know them ... but humans forget)





don’t pseudoreplicate – metareplicate
avoid unsubstantiated generalizations
the secretarybird is not birds
the great tit is not birds too!
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Lessons
(we know them ... but humans forget)
Metareplication across
phylogeny
space
time

So why is so much ecological
research done wrong?
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